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ABOUT THE" REPRESENTATION OF SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS 
OF ARBITRARY ORDER 
GOnther Wildenhain 
Roetock, 60R 
1. Let B!! c 3Rn be an (open) ball with center z and g a continuous 
R 
function defined on S^. The solution of the Dirlchlet problem 
Amu - 0 in B£ 
-f^.sR-Sj <-* ^ 1 , 9j C CP---»<S*)) 
in a point x £ B£ is given by 
u(x) . (-*>-V:|x--tV JZ j (V)«3(y) j f ' ^ - j - - r^ <™ 
(m-l)IRn 2wn ^o SR J J 9(R*)m J * Ix-yp 
Sz 
(eee /V)# where wn denotes the measure of the unit sphere and do* 
the usual surface-element. Without loes of generality we put z • 0. 
R R 
For abbreviation we can write (S£ -: S ) 
m-1 , 
u(x) - 5 1 J Pjfx.yJd/tjty) -* PQ^Q-A1! /V-i jR><x> <*> 
<^° SR 
(supp /iK. c S ). The functions P..(x,y) are the so-called Poleeon 
kernele for the polyharmonic equation. Let u be a polyharmonlo 
p 
function in B^# Then the following question is of interest. Under 
which conditions u can be represented by way of a Poisson Integral 
of the form (1)? 
On the ephere S**(Q*R) we introduce spherical coordinates. Let S 
be the space of the coordlnatee (<Px»*«*• 9 n̂.i>«
 p o r a function f, 
defined on S*f we write f(y) *-f(9i"*« •7n-l
94) " f(y»Q>« 
Let Wp(S) ( K p < o o , l*o an Integer) be the usual Sobolev-space 
on S, normed by 
Thaoraa 1 i/A?\t Lot u bo • solution of tho aquation 
A\ - g. o e C^l?) (0<tf<l), whtch fulfll8 the condltlon 
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. aJu(5>.e) 
I £ » P . I < C < ~ 
for an arbitrary number 3 with R - £ 0 < Q < R and j- 0,... ,m-l. 
Then there exiet functione f. d w£(SR) (;J«0,... ,m-l), euch that 
/ m-1 
u(x) - j GR(x.y)g(y)dy • 2 Z / Pj(x.y)f j(y)d6*(y). 
BR SR 
GR(x,y) le the polyharmonic Green function for the ball. Theorem 1 
le a generalization of known reeulte for harmonic functione. 
2. We want to generalize the result for general elliptic equatione 
in general emooth domains. Let L(x,D) be an elliptic operator of 
the order 2m and Q c i R n a bounded emooth domain. In /£/ (eee aleo 
fij) it le proved, that under euitable conditlone there exiet a lot 
of eo-called generalized harmonic meaeuree yur ^(xc.A.OC-fa.,... , 0 . 
B« (Blf...,Bn) multi-indicee of order loci • &1 • ... +0Cn * m-1, 
|B|» B 1 +... + BR t> m-1) with eupp yur c o H , such that any 
solution u e C2n(fl) n Cnaal(A) of the equation Lu - 0 and the 
derivativee of the order -» m-1 in XI can be repreeented in the form 
of*u(x) - 5 Z J DBu(y)d/i? ^(y) (x £ ft, loci <- m-1). 
IBTTJB-.1 ^ 
Comparison with the Poieeon formula (1) ehowe, that in the case of 
a ball and the polyharmonic equation the harmonic meaeuree are 
given by the Poisson kernels. Aleo for more general domaine the 
concrete determination of the harmonic meaeuree is an intereeting 
problem. 
Following Berezaneklj and Rojtberg (eee f2j) we ehall conelder 
thle question for more general elliptic boundary conditlone. Let 
L(x.D) be a properly elliptic operator. We conelder boundary opera-
tore B.(x,D)(j-l....,m) of the order m. * 2m-l and we suppose, that 
the system (B.) is normal and covere L(eee / V ) . We are looking 
fora eolution of the boundary value problem 
Lu - f in il. Bjuj - fy (j-1.....«). (2) 
From the general theory follows, that there exiete an unique eolu-
tion. If the coefficients of the operatore end the boundary are 
sufficiently emooth and if do not exiet elgeneolutlone for the 
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given domain. Moreover we suppose 8 > 5, N - {0}, where N ie the 
kernel of the boundary value problem (2), and 
m 8-n| m 1 
if.¥± 9>m) e w|-
2m(n) x"77w2" r ? ( a f l ) i 
Then there exiet functions T^B)(y) -f ( B )(x.y) £ w|m"8(fl). 
which are smooth for x j- y, such that the eolution of the problem 
for x e Q has the representation 
m 
u(x) - ( f . r x
B ) ) • ^ < 9 j ' . c j ' " J B ) > (3) 
(see /2/). The scalar product means the duality between w5" ra(fl) 
1 1 * 
and wf"-8(fl) resp between W^""3 "*( 3 H ) and W g * * " 3 ^ » ! ! ) • C* 
are boundary conditions, which complete the adjoined boundary con-
ditions (Bj) of (B.) to a Dirichlet system, T^ B^ is the Green 
function associated with the homogeneous boundary conditions B.u-d 
A..(x,y) :» C\ T' '(x,y) are the Polsson kernels of the boundary 
value problem. If the integer s is sufficiently large, (3) we can 
write in the following form: 
u(x) - J f(y)r(B)(x.y)dy + T ~ / toAy) A1(x,y)d6'(y). 
n P a n 1 J 
For the special caee of the Dirichlet problem we get a represen-
tation of the harmonic measures by smooth functions. Now we consi-
der the following question: 
Under which conditions a given solution of the equation Lu - f in a 
bounded smooth domain fl can be represented in the form (3) with 
suitable boundary functlone? 
In order to formulate a corresponding theorem, we must define 
the condition (U). The proof of this condition for arbitrary smooth 
domains and for goneral elliptic operators seems to be an open 
problem. Let fl- « [x e JQ : diet ( x , d . Q ) > £} (0 * 6 * CQ) and 
C(X1£) be the constant, which appears in the classical Schauder-
eetimates for the solutions of the boundary value problem (2), 
proved by Agraon, Douglie and Nirenberg /l/. Then we auppoee the 
condition 
(U) j C(X1£) * C for 0 « £« 60 and 6Q auf ficiently small, 
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Theorem 2 (/7j): Let u be a solution of the equation Lu • f In 12 , 
f L w|~ m(fl), e > j. We suppose further, that the condition (U) 
and the conditions for the boundary value problem, formulated above, 
are fulflled and that 
holde for J - l,...,m and 0 < £ * £Q. Then there exiet functlone 
$>. & w 2 J *( aSl). such that 
m 
u(x) - (f.r£B)) +2^ ( y r Ad). 
Ueing thle result, one can prove a maximum Inequality, which le 
sharper than the Agmon-Miranda-inequality in eome cases (see /s/)m 
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